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The EMBERS Project
• Funded by a $22M contract from IARPA’s Open Source
Indicators (OSI) program
– aims to develop methods for continuous, automated analysis of
publicly available data in order to anticipate and/or detect
population-level events such as mass violence, protests, riots, mass
migrations, elections, disease outbreaks, economic instability, resource
shortages, and responses to natural disasters.

• OSI program geographical focus: Latin America + MENA
• Research and Development project: began Apr 2012
• Three initially funded teams, down-selected to VT

Events Under Scope
• Influenza like illnesses
– Seasonal characteristics

• Rare diseases
– Hantavirus, MERS, Polio, Yellow Fever

• Elections
– National, Regional, Mayoral

• Domestic political crises
• Civil unrest
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EMBERS as a “Big Data” System
Runs autonomously on the Amazon cloud
Over

12,000 warnings delivered

Average 40 warnings/day

Rich diversity of data sources
News

Blogs

Twitter

Facebook

Google search
volume

Wikipedia

Humidity

Temperature

OpenTable

Food prices

Stocks

Currencies

ICEWS

GDELT

Parking lot
imagery

Routing
traffic

Foursquare

Economic
indicators
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Forecasting Civil Unrest
• Highly granular forecasts
– Protests, strikes, and occupy events
– Predict the who, where, when, and
why of the protest

• Regional focus on 10 countries in
Latin America
– Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, El
Salvador, Uruguay, and Venezuela
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Why Forecast Protests?
• For the social scientist
– Insight into how citizens express themselves

• For the traveler
– Travel alerts

• For law enforcement
– Design measures to control violence and minimize disruptions

• For the government
– Prioritizing citizen grievances

• For industries
– Supply chain management
– Cascading effects on financial markets, government stability
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How We Get Evaluated
• Forecasts automatically emailed for evaluation without humanin-the-loop
{8691, [Labor, 0111, 10/03/13, (Brazil, Paraná, Curitiba)], 1.00}
{8693, [Education, 0161, 10/17/13, (Chile, Coquimbo, Coquimbo)], 1.00}

•

Evaluation done externally to the EMBERS team
– by

•

Quantitative metrics for forecasting
–
–
–
–
–

Quality (How good is the warning?; graded on a 0-4 scale)
Lead Time/Timeliness (How far in advance?)
Recall, i.e., Completeness (How many events were there warnings for?)
Precision, i.e., Accuracy (How many warnings matched an event?)
Probability, i.e., Reliability (How good a likelihood estimate is made?)

Lead Time
Lead Time

t1
Forecast
Date

t2
Event
Date

t3
Predicted
Event Date

Date
Quality

t4
Reported
Date

Other Aspects of Quality
GSR

Alert
{
8691,
[
03/10/13,
Education,
Civil unrestEmployment and Wages
Non-Violent,
(
Brazil,
Paraná,
Curitiba
)],
1.00
}

Date of Delivery
03/03/13

{

Date Score
1-min(7,2)/7 = 0.71
Population Score
1.0
Event-Type Score
0.33 + 0.0 + 0.33 = 0.66
Location Score
0.33
+0.33
+0.0
=0.66
Total Quality Score
= 1 + 0.66 + 0.71 + 0.66 = 3.03
Lead-Time = 6

GSR-13891,
[
03/08/13,
Education,
Civil unrestHousing
Non-Violent,
(
Brazil,
Paraná,
Ângulo
)],
}

Earliest Reported Date
03/09/13
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Matching Alerts to Events
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EMBERS Architecture
Open sources

Ingest
- Read feeds
- Convert to JSON
- Add iden0ﬁers

Enrichment - 1
Enrichment - 2

Ingest - 2

Enrichment - 3

Ingest - 1

Production
Cluster

gateway

monitoring

Archive
(S3)

Model - 1

Model - 2
Model - 3

Archiving
Model - 4

Audit Trail
Index
(DDB)

Enrichment
- Tokeniza0on
- En0ty extrac0on
- Date normalize
- Geocoding
Predic7on Models
- Surrogate genera0on
- Predic0on genera0on
Fusion and Suppression
- Fuse and select
predic0ons
- Deliver warnings

Cache
(SDB)

How We Forecast Civil Unrest
Multiple models “chip away” at different portions of the protest
modeling space, so their fusion yields high recall
Data Sources

Planned protest
detection

Cascade regression
(tracks online recruitment and
viral spread)
t+2D

t+D
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How We Forecast Civil Unrest
Multiple models “chip away” at different portions of the protest
modeling space, so their fusion yields high recall
Dynamic query
expansion
(automatically detects emerging
keyword groups)

Volume-based model

Baseline model

(LASSO approach)

(GSR-based)

OSI Program Metrics
Targets

Metric
Actual Results

Month 12

Month 24

Month 36

3.89 days

7.54 days

9.76 days

Mean Probability Score

0.72

0.89

0.88

Mean Quality Score

2.57

3.1

3.4

Recall

0.80

0.65

0.79

Precision

0.59

0.94

0.87

Mean Lead-Time

How we did on the Brazilian Spring
# protests
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How we did in Venezuela’14
# protests
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Spread of Protests (Venezuela’14)
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Audit Trail Interface
Geolocation for all
warnings for the
selected month

Schematic of
warning generation

News content

Original article

Analytic Narratives (country level)
As of Nov 3, 2014, EMBERS had generated 24 Mexico warnings for the next four
weeks, spanning 14 different states and 6 different cities, including Mexico City. The
24 warnings for Nov came from 18 warnings generated by the planned protest model
and 6 warnings generated by the dynamic query expansion (DQE) model. The
planned protest model detects organized civil unrest activity by monitoring
announcements on news/blogs, and chatter on social media. This model detected
numerous marches planned for Nov 7th, 8th, and 9th, each march coordinated by
multiple organizations (in total, nearly 50 organization names were detected). The dyn
amic query expansion identifies spontaneous protest activity by identifying
expressions of discontent and frustration on social media, and geolocates them to
specific cities. More than 80% of alerts from the dynamic query expansion model
identified 'Ayotzinapa' as a trigger word, referring to the rural school where 43
students went missing from Sep 2014. In the past year, EMBERS's forecasts for
Mexico have come true 93.4% of the time.

Analytic Narratives (warning level)
Our algorithm forecasts there will be a violent protest on February, 18th 2014 in Caracas, the capital city of
Venezuela. We predict the protest will involve people working in the business sector. The protest will be related
to discontent about economic policies.
There were 5, 5, and 5 other similar warnings in last 2, 7 and 30 days, respectively.
The forecast date of the warning falls in week 7, which may have historical importance; this week is found to be
statistically significant (pval=0.00461919415894, zscore=2.832, avg. count=57.25, mean=21.569 +/- 12.597)
Audit trail of the warning includes an article printed 2014-02-17.
Major players involved in the protest include Venezuelan opposition leader, students, President Nicolas Maduro,
and Leopoldo Lopez.
Reasons: Protest against rising inflation and crime; Protestors want a political change; President Nicolas Maduro
has accused US consular officials and right-wing.
Protests are characterized by: Venezuelan opposition leader spearheaded days of protest and calling for
peaceful demonstration; Maduro accused official on 2014-12-16; Protests have seen several deadly street
protests; Three people were killed on 2014-02-12; Demonstrations setting days of clashes; supporters to march
to Interior Ministry on 2014-02-18.

Named Entities

Historical & Real-time statistics

Descriptive protest related keywords

Inferred reasons of protest

Recent news media mentions

For More Information
• Contact
– Naren Ramakrishnan, Director, Discovery Analytics Center @VT
• naren@cs.vt.edu

– Patrick Butler, Senior Researcher, Discovery Analytics Center @VT
• pabutler@vt.edu

